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Dear
Participant
of the NCVE22
The Segerstedt institute at the University of Gothenburg and the Swedish center for preventing violent
extremism (CVE), are delighted to welcome you to Gothenburg and the fifth edition of the Nordic
Conference on Violent Extremism - NCVE22.
Since the conference series started in Gothenburg 2017, it has been hosted by the University of Oslo
in 2018, the University of Aarhus in 2019, and by the University of Helsinki in 2021. We are happy
to return to Gothenburg and restart the continuation of a new series of Nordic conferences on violent
extremism. The conference organizers in each country have done an excellent job in facilitating networks
and sparking new research collaborations, and we believe that this is the most important result of the
conferences.
The aim for this conference is to present and discuss empirical and theoretical research on violent extremism in predominantly Nordic countries, and research from other parts of the world that is relevant
for the context. The conference also seeks to facilitate dialogue between researchers, policy makers and
practitioners working in the field.
The papers presented at this edition of the conference specifically notes the importance of first line practitioners working to prevent, counter, and handle extremism. We are also seeing some new and interesting methodological approaches from various disciplines, and research focused on ‘new categories’ such
as the Incel phenomenon. As always, an overarching interest of the conference is to understand contemporary social and political conditions that contribute to the emergence and expansion of extremist
movements.
For those of you active on social media, we encourage you to use the hashtag #NCVE22 and share with
others what you have learnt and experienced at the conference.

Conference etiquette
-

Please be on time, at least five minutes before start of your session. Computers are available
in all rooms. If you are using visual support (power point or similar) please use a USB device.

-

Recording of sessions is forbidden

-

All discussions during the conference are held under Chatham house rules

-

In paper sessions some presentations deal with research that is not yet completed or
published.
If you want to cite the presentations, we advise you to contact the researcher and ask for
permission

Access to Wi-Fi
1. If you have a username and password at another Eduroam affiliated institution, you can
access Wi-Fi via that
2. If you don’t have a Eduroam account, log on to the network and use the password provided
by the Wallenbergcenter reception

We hope that you will have a rewarding and fruitful conference and stay at the University of Gothenburg
and the city of Gothenburg.
The Segerstedt institute
The Swedish centre for preventing violent extremsim
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If you have any questions about the conference, please contact ncve22@gu.se and we will get back to
you as soon as possible
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Conference reception on the 19th of September.
The city of Gothenburg and the region of Västra Götaland invites conference participants to a reception
at the university main building in Vasaparken (tram stop Vasaplatsen).
If you have registered for the reception, you are welcome at 6 pm to 8 pm for drinks, a light snack and
good company.

Monday 19
Monday 19 September 2022, 11:25 – 12:10
September 2022
Keynote speaker

11:25 – 12:10 Keynote speaker

Conference dinner on the 20th of September
The Segerstedt institute and CVE invites participants to an exclusive guided tour of the exhibitions at the
Universeum science center, and to enjoy music and a three-course dinner.
If you have registered for the dinner, you are welcome at 6:30 pm, please note the time as the venue will
open its doors no earlier than 6:30. Address Södra vägen 50, (tram stop Korsvägen)

Professor
Kathleen Blee
Findings and questions from research
on today’s right-wing extremism
This talk examines what we know about modern right-wing extremism (RWE) and what we do not
know. It presents recent rethinking about how RWE is organized and what unifies it; about the shifting
boundaries between RWE, the political mainstream, and other forms of extremism; and about how individuals are connected to RWE. It also presents three questions about RWE for which evidence is unclear
-- the nature of its global reach, its capacity to expand, and the likelihood that REW will move further
into terroristic actions – and suggests routes for curbing its expansion and destructive consequences.

Professor Kathleen Blee

Findings and questions from research on today’s
right-wing extremism
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This talk examines what we know about modern right-wing extremism (RWE) and
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Tuesday 20
September 2022

Wednesday 21
September 2022

13:30 – 14:15 Keynote speaker

11:15 – 12:00 Keynote speaker

Dr
Daniel Koehler
Psychological aid during exit processes.
The keynote will provide an overview of psychological mechanisms during exit processes from violent
extremism and terrorism. The focus is placed on psychological needs that are typically inherent to leaving a life of involvement in extremist milieus. On the other hand, practical tools and methods related to
psychological aid in deradicalization and reintegration programs are discussed and placed in context to
other fields of activity.
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Professor
Emeritus Mark
Juergensmeyer
When God stops fighting; how religious
violence ends
Violent extremism inevitably ends, but how? This question was behind a 5-year study supported by
Uppsala University that focused on three case studies: ISIS in Iraq, the Khalistan movement in India, and
the Moro separatist movement in the Philippines. This illustrated lecture explores the differences and
similarities among these case studies, which were based upon on-site interviews with former militants. It
concludes that militant suppression was seldom the main factor; more important was providing hope for
alternative political futures.
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Monday 19th September

Wallenbergsalen

13.30-15:00 Session 1

9:00-10:00

Registration & Coffee

Stand 1a)

ANTARKTIS

10:10-10:25

Word of welcome from the Directors: Christer Mattsson of the Segerstedt 		
institute & Jonas Trolle of the Swedish center for preventing violent extremism
(CVE )

Leena Malkki, Irina van der Vet &
Mina Prokic

Towards better evaluation practices of the P/CVE and
deradicalisation initiatives

Rita Augestad Knudsen

Criminal responsibility in terrorism cases: between security,
politics, and law

10:25-10:35

Vice-Chancellor of the University of Gothenburg, Eva Wiberg

10:35-10:45

Pär Gustafsson, First Deputy Lord Mayor & Annika Tännström, President of
the Regional Council, Västra Götaland.

Saadi Shannah & Charlotte
Heath-Kelly

What drives counter-extremism? The extent of P/CVE policies in
the west and their structural correlates

Charlotte Heath Kelly

A constitutional tussle between the nations: implementing PVE
in Scotland around the devolution settlement

10:45-11:25

Gorki Glaser Müller, director of the movie Children of the enemy & Patricio
Galvéz, whose struggle to save his seven orphaned grandchildren from Syria is
portrayed in the movie.

Chair:

Robin Andersson Malmros

Strand 1b)

NORDAMERIKA

11:25-12:10

Keynote Kathleen Blee. Findings and questions from research on today’s
right-wing extremism

Julia Pearce, David Parker &
Lasse Lindekilde

Understanding university staff attitudes towards recognizing
and responding to student radicalisation

12:10-13:30

Lunch

Martin Sjøen

Taking the “terror” out of “terrorism”. The promise and
potential of fear-reducing education.

Martin Sjøen

Engaging with extremism in school – The promise and potential
of agonistic listening.

Chair:

Roger Säljö

Stand 1c)

SYDAMERIKA

Bettina Rottweiler, Paul Gill

Conspiracy beliefs and intentions to engage in anti-government
violence

Tore Bjørgo, Anders Ravik, Jupskås
& Gunnar Thomassen

Patterns and Consequences of threats against politicians

Zuzanna Rosłońska

Antisemitism and political violence in Poland and the UK –
towards a comparative perspective

Lana De Pelecjin

‘The more you know, the less you will do’. Understanding the
role of ideology in the process toward (violent) extremism.

Chair:

Randi Solhjell

PANEL 1

EUROPA

Göran Larsson, Christer Mattsson
& Jennie Sivenbring

From Gothenburg to paradise - how officials,
relatives and “outgoing fighters” understand the decision to
travel to the conflicts in syria and iraq

15:00-15:30 Coffee break
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Monday 19th September

15.30-17:00 Session 2
Strand 2a)

NORDAMERIKA

PANEL 2

EUROPA

Marco Nilsson & Henriette Frees
Esholdt

After the Caliphate: Changing Mobilization in the Swedish
Salafi-jihadist environment following the fall of ISIS

Tanja Marie Hansen

Standing up to Hater(s): Exploring the motivations of online
counter speakers

HEX-NA: nordic approaches to interagency collaboration
against extremism: findings from the hex-na project on policies,
perceptions and practices

Lotte Fast Carlsen

The Safe Digital City

Tore Bjørgo, Robin Andersson
Malmros, Jennie Sivenbring,
Anna-Maria Fjellman, Lasse
Lindekilde, Oluf Goetzche Aastrup,
Tina Wilchen Christensen & Randi
Solhjell

Chair:

Evin Ismail

18:00-20:00 Reception – Vasaparken, the university main building
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Strand 2b)

SYDAMERIKA

Jacob Aasland Ravndal, Jeff
Grunewald, Steven Chermak, Joshua D. Freilich & Petter Nesser

Comparing the effect of plot inclusion on assessment of
right-wing versus islamist terrorist threats in Europe and the
United States

Sissel Haugdal Jore

A theoretical model of counterterrorism based on Norwegian
discourse on counterterrorism over the last three decades

Mats Fridlund, Daniel Brodén,
Leif-Jöran Olsson, Magnus P,
Ängsal & Patrik Öhberg

Mapping the Swedish Politics of Terror. Actant networks in
parliamentary debate on terrorism in Sweden 1971-9175

Tommi Kotonen

Attacks on refugee reception centres in Finland in autumn 2015
– a case analysis of hive terrorism.

Chair:

Thomas Johansson

Strand 2c)

ANTARKTIS

Nina Carlsson

Imaginaries of far right ‘indegenity’ in Sweden: The challenge of
autochthonous minorities.

Jeremy Rappel & David D. Vachon

The role of basic psychological needs in right-wing extremism
risk among American conservatives

Tina Askanius

‘Time to abandon Swedish women’: Discursive connections
between (violent) misogyny and white supremacy on Flasback
Forum

Shandon Harris-Horgan

Tracking right-wing terrorism and violence in Australia and
New Zeeland: 1990-2020

Lise Benoist

“The best ally of ecology is the border” Interrogating French
far-right localism in a warming world

Chair:

Christer Mattsson
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Tuesday 20th September

9.00-10.30 Session 3
Strand 3a)

ANTARKTIS

Strand 4b)

NORDAMERIKA

Jeppe Fuglsang Larsen

Lighting up the Muslims: The Danish anti-Islamic movement’s
strategic use of anger

Christopher Ebberecht

Isak Svensson & Nanar Hawach

Confronting the Caliphate: On civil resistance against jihadi groups

Julia Petrovic

Transnational Religious Nationalism

From violent lone-actor “types” to lone-actor grievance fuled
violence: The Aarhus University shooting as an example of
multi-facetted offender motivations and context-sensitive
boundaries between violent lone-actor categories

Elsa Bengtsson Mueller

Kathrine Elmose Jørgensen

Non-Jihadist foreign fighters pathways: The YPGs’ fight against
the Islamic state

The Incel, the media, and the state: Analysing representations of
gender-based violence in Britain.

Emilia Lounela

Chair:

Lenita Törning

Negotiating violence in Incel online discussions of the Plymouth
shooting

Katri Maaria Kyllönen

Constructing extremism identity – analysis of the mechanisms of
in-group and out-group formation in Incel.is forum

Chair:

Jennie Sivenbring

M. Ümit Necef & Henriette Esholdt Jihadi kitsch: The promesse de bonheur of Islamist terrorism

Strand 4c)

SYDAMERIKA

Maria Darwish

Nordic Nazism, affect and communication

Kristina Saad

Zakat as a Propaganda toll in the ISIS “caliphate” – A content
analysis of Dabiq Magazine

Steffen Selmer Andersen, Michael
Bang Petersen & Lasse Lindekilde

Do a Mismatch between sexual intentions and sexual practice
predict extreme misogynist views?
Nordic Urban geographies of countering extremism

Chair:

Edvin Sandström

Lasse Lindekilde, Oluf Goetzche
Aastrup & Anna-Maria Fjellman
Tamta Gelashvili

One of the boys: on researching the far right as a woman

Chair:

Roger Säljö

PANEL 6

EUROPA

Katja Vallinkoski, Kathlyn Elliott,
Kai Brand Jacobsen, Isabella
Pîrlogea, Heidi Maiberg &
Alar Kilp

Preventing violent extremism through education - the nexus
between the expectations and the reality

Strand 3b)

SYDAMERIKA

Caitlin Clemmow, Haydar
Muntadhar & Seray Mehmet

Project ADAPT: Analysing domestic abuse and the prevention of
terrorism

PANEL 4 & 5
Göran Larsson, Nina Lindhe-Tell,
Daniel Jacobsson, Peter Hällsten,
Tanja Viklund

Room: EUROPA

Richard McNeil-Willson,
Sara Jul Jacobsen, Iris Beau Segers,
Laura Zahra McDonald, Rabya
Mughal & Eolene Boyd-MacMillan

Room: WALLENBERG
DRIVE
Reciprocal radicalisation in the nordics and beyond: social exclusion and place in radicalisation

Protecting places of workship

12:30-13:30 Lunch

10:30-11:00 Coffee Break
11.00-12.30 Session 4
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Wallenbergsalen

Strand 4a)

ANTARKTIS

13:30-14:15.

Keynote 2. Daniel Koehler: Psychological aid during exit processes

Lenita Törning & Edvin Sandstrom

Local reflections and experiences of using the Swedish assessment model to deal with concerns for violent extremism

14:15-14:45

Coffee break

Ingvild Magnæs Gjelsvik

Police discretion and accountability in preventing violent
extremism in Norway

14:45- 16:00. Round table: Research, Politics and Practice

Anneli Portman & Saara Takkunen

Training social and health care professionals in PVE:
key components of an online course

Chair:

Robin Andersson Malmros

18:30.

Conference dinner at Universeum science center
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Wednesday 21st September

9.30-11.00 Session 5
Strand 5a)

ANTARKTIS

PANEL 7 & 8

Ingvild Magnæs Gjelsvik

Finding a common ground? The roles of the police in collaborative governance to prevent violent extremism in Norway

Stian Lid & Geir Heierstad

On the Dark Side of the Welfare State - Countering Violent Extremism in Norway

Room: WALLENBERG
Participant project, youth and education: the participation
projects approach to analyze and prevent violent extremism

Theresa Barros- Bailey

Bridging the gap: lessons from multidisciplinary CVE
programming

Francesco Antonelli, Kevin
McDonald, Necla Acik, Kai Brand
Jacobsen, Robert Gianni, Daniel
Shanley, Liana Daher, Augusto
Gamuzza, Giorgia Mavica,
Anna-Maria Leonora

Pedro Liberado & Raquel Venancio

MIRAD’s approach to inter-agency collaboration models and
protocols towards effective disengagement and successful social
reintegration

Virginie Andre, Onni Sarvela,
Fabian Wichmann & Robert Orell

Room: EUROPA
Consequences of extremist digial heritage on the rehabilitation
process

Chair:

Robin Andersson Malmros

11:00-11:15 Break
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Strand 5b)

SYDAMERIKA

Sune Qvotrup Jensen

Violent extremism from a masculinity perspective

Wallenbergsalen

Gabriella Bolstad

Gender dimensions of criminal justice responses to terrorism in
Norway

11:15-12:00

Alexia Cervello San Vicente &
Mia Bloom

“Women and Terrorism: A question of role variation”

Keynote 3. Mark Juergensmeyer: When God stops fighting: How religious
violence ends

Aube Tollu

Who´s afraid of the vulnerable terrorist? Framing jihadists’ life
and intimate relationships.

12:00-12:10

Tore Bjørgo: an invitation to Oslo in 2024

Susi Meret & Anita Nissen

Do (Migrant) Mothers Know Best? The Role of Women in
Fostering Local Community Resilience to Radicalisation and
Criminality

12:10-13:00

Lunch Break

13:00-14:30

Round table: Educating for democracy in the Nordic countries
Lasse Lindekilde for Denmark Martin Sjøen for Norway, Kathlyn Elliot for
Finland & Christer Mattsson for Sweden. The conversation will be led by
Professor Roger Säljö.

14:30-15:00

Summary of NCVE22 by conference organizers

Chair:

Thomas Johansson

Strand 5c)

NORDAMERIKA

Layla van Wieringen

Rotten Trees, Bad Apples? On the Intergenerational Transmission of Extremism within the Family Context

Julian Hargreaves & Maaha Elahi

How should we define “Islamist extremism”?

Christine Namdar

At risk youth as ideal transformative agents and global citizens

Fabian Virchow & Benjamin Kerst

Right-Wing Vigilante Groups in Germany: Emergence, Profile
and Perception in Local Context

Chair:

Tommi Kotonen
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The Segerstedt institute University of Gothenburg would like to extend a warm thank
youThe
to our
partnersinstitute
in the organization
fifth editionwould
of the like
Nordic
Conference
on
Segerstedt
Universityofofthe
Gothenburg
to extend
a warm
Violent
in partners
Gothenburg
2022.
thankExtremism
you to our
in the
organization of the fifth edition of the Nordic

Organization committee

Conference on Violent Extremism in Gothenburg 2022.

The Segerstedt institute University of Gothenburg would like to extend a warm
thank you to our partners in the organization of the fifth edition of the Nordic
Conference on Violent Extremism in Gothenburg 2022.
The Segerstedt institute University of Gothenburg would like to extend a warm
thank you to our partners in the organization of the fifth edition of the Nordic
Conference on Violent Extremism in Gothenburg 2022.
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Dr Christer Mattsson

Dr Robin Andersson Malmros

Dr Jennie Sivenbring

Director of the Segerstedt institute

The Segerstedt institute

The Segerstedt institute

Rose-Marie Wikström

Richard Millings

Edvin Sandström

The Segerstedt institute

The Segerstedt institute

Center for preventing violent extremism

Dr Lenita Törning

Joakim von Scheele

Center for preventing violent extremism

Center for preventing violent extremism
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Ph.D. course on methodological approaches to
the study of violent extremism

The Nordic Conference on Violent
Extremism – an ongoing series

The Segerstedt institute at the University of Gothenburg, together with the Department of Literature,
History of Ideas, and Religion, are happy to announce a second round of the popular Ph.D. course on
methodological approaches to the study of violent extremism.

The first Nordic Conference on Violent Extremism (NCVE) was held in Gothenburg in 2017. The conference was initiated by the Segerstedt institute at the University of Gothenburg and has since then become a well-established event for researchers concerned with extremism and radicalization. The NCVE
was hosted by C-Rex at the University of Oslo in 2018, by Aarhus University in 2019, and by University
of Helsinki in 2021.

During the course, you will meet leading researchers in the field of violent extremism and learn about
topics such as how to gain access to the field, data collection techniques, methods of analysis and ethics.
The course is open to all applicants enrolled in a doctoral program at a university, and whose dissertation project concerns violent extremism or societies’ counter-measures. The aim is to provide Ph.D.
students with tools that help them write a competitive dissertation.
The 7,5 credits course is planned to start by April 2023. In addition to web lectures, the course includes
a two-days seminar at Nordiska folkhögskolan in Kungälv. During the seminar, you will meet researchers who will lecture and discuss their own experiences and use of methods to study violent extremism or
efforts to prevent or counter violent extremism. Plenty of time will be devoted to discussions and critical
reflections along with fellow Ph.D. students. The course is free of charge, but travel and other expenses
are covered by course participants.

In addition to presenting the latest research on violent extremism, the event also aims to improve the
dialogue and interaction between researchers, decision-makers and practitioners working in the field.
The Nordic organizing team are now happy to announce the next NCVE occasion and give the word to
professor Tore Bjørgo:

Welcome to the Nordic Conference on
Violent Extremism 2024 in Oslo

If you are a supervisor of Ph.D. students, we would be very grateful if you could share this information.
At the Center for Research on Extremism (C-REX), we are
delighted to invite our colleagues to the next conference at the
University of Oslo. This is the second time we host this event,
which is the sixth of this kind. The NCVE is circulating between
affiliated research groups in the Nordic countries approximately
every year and a half.

If you are interested in participating and want to know more, contact course leader Robin Andersson
Malmros at robin.andersson@gu.se
Best regards,
Associate professor Christer Mattsson
Professor Göran Larsson
Dr. Robin Andersson Malmros

Professor Tore Bjørgo
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The conference will take place at the Blindern campus of the
University of Oslo in mid-June 2024. We will come back with
more precise information about exact dates, venue, logistics, and
a possible main theme for the conference. The conference will
welcome participants from all the Nordic countries – or from
non-Nordic participants if they present papers on topics relevant
to violent extremism in the Nordic countries.
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www.stma.nu

